P1 Homework – Tuesday 23rd October
All compulsory tasks must be completed. A minimum of 3 optional tasks are
recommended. Please tick the tasks you and your child complete. Completed tasks and
the homework sheet should be returned to school on Friday 2nd November. Please send
in homework folders daily. Please take a little time to read your child’s reading book
with him/her every day. This will make all the difference to your child’s progress.

Reading
New reading books will be
sent home every Monday and
Wednesday.
Please send the book into
school every day for class
reading groups.

Spelling
Cut out the flashcards a, t,
p, n, i and s. Use them to
make the following words:
sat
pat
pin
tin

pan
in

ant
at

Broughton Counts
We are learning to recognise
numbers and make them in
different ways. Can you use your
fingers to show a given number?
Can you do it without looking (i.e.
put your hands on top of your
head and make bunny ears)?

Symmetry

Seasonal

Space

We have been learning to
identify symmetrical
images/objects. Can you find
anything in your environment
that is symmetrical? Can you
take or draw a picture of
it?

Can you go for a walk with an
adult and look for any signs
of the seasons changing?
What signs of Autumn can
you spot? Can you make a
collage with some of the
things you collect?

As the days get shorter can
you discuss with an adult how
the sky is changing? Can you
make a picture to show what
you can see?

Sound Hunt

Explore this Website

P.E

Look through a book,
magazine or newspaper for
any sounds you recognise.
Circle/highlight any you spot.

Practise identifying rhyming
words on the ‘Topmarks
Washing Line Rhyme’ game.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/r.as
px?sid=3294

Pupil Comment
Did you enjoy this homework?
Colour the face to show how
you feel.

Parent Comment

We have been practising our
basic moves. How many times
can you hop, throw and catch,
and run between two markers
in a minute? Can you beat
your personal best?

